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The unbelievable is happening as soon as we open our mouths.1
Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, 2003.
Listening to Markus Heikkerö, the above statement could not be truer. Memories, anecdotes
and incidents from his life become interwoven in an endless saga – much in the same way as
copulating cartoon creatures, extra-terrestrials and disfigured human bodies are entwined in
the jumbled character gallery of his paintings. The bewildering, sexually fanciful imagery of
his 1960s and ’70s paintings finds its match in a colourful array of titles: The Fateful Vermin
of Ursus, Necrophiliac Childbirth, The Pegasus Conspiracy and Ali Receives a Commandment
by the Red Sea (Self-Portrait). Sexual encounters of sundry descriptions morph into acts of
theatrical performativity in his panoramic fantasies.
My personal interest in Heikkerö’s work was piqued by the psychedelically trippy,
sexually risqué imagery of his early canvases and their complex allusions both to classical
paintings and to Disney iconography: think Mickey Mouse high-fiving protagonists out of
a Hieronymus Bosch painting. With the passing decades, the boldly explicit content of his
canvases has moved in a more metaphorical direction, the exuberant exaggeration of his
early work being replaced by larger-scale canvases of exponentially amplified expressivity.
‘Abandoned Orphans’ (1967–68) is an early series of paintings showing the influence
of Max Ernst and other surrealists whom Heikkerö has cited as influential to his work. His
fascination with surrealism was also inspired by the painter Alpo Jaakola, who was a friend
of the family. The weird protagonists and introverted mysticism of Jaakola’s Äänittäjät (The
Recorders, 1962) and Uni Erämaassa (Dream in the Wilderness, 1966) offer reference points
for reading the sketchily rendered, floundering figures and warped reality of the ‘Abandoned
Orphans’ series. Heikkerö was intrigued by Ernst’s 1920s experimental combinations of
visual elements in paintings such as Murdering Airplane (1920), Celebes (1921) and Ubu
Imperator (1923), which all depict people, animals and machines merging in unsettling states
of metamorphosis. Similarly, Ernst created collages by cutting up and re-organising clippings
from advertisements and brochures, creating strange anthropomorphic creatures paired
with classical sculpted torsos as were common in the work of the surrealists and Italian
Metaphysical painters, such as De Chirico.
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__________
Markus Heikkerö, Ali Receives a Commandment
by the Red Sea (Self-Portrait), 1970, oil painting,
85cm x 55cm, Markus Heikkerö Collection,
Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma,
Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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Many of Heikkerö’s recurring motifs are already discernible in embryo in the
‘Abandoned Orphans’ series: slashed and mutilated creatures, sculpted torsos, hybrid
extra-terrestrial embryos, a cavalcade of bodily secretions and appendages – phalluses,
sperm, eyes and breasts – as well as cosmic landscapes punctuated by tangible horizons
splayed across the middle or top of the canvas in his paintings from the 1960s and ’70s
and the ‘Californian’ spectrum of his works from the 1990s. ‘Abandoned Orphans’ offers an
early sample of Heikkerö’s unexpected combinations of vivid colours, powdery pastels and
earthier tones. His early work became known to his colleagues through group exhibitions.
By the 1970s, he was so well-known that other artists were already quoting him. In 1971
Kalervo Palsa painted Hommage to Heikkerö, which depicts a multi-limbed organism
reminiscent of a ‘Heikkerö’ creature lying in front of a red-brick wall, its multiple tentacled
eyes peering inquisitively in all directions. The visual vocabulary and brick wall also hark
back to the American painter Philip Guston.
In his later role as a lecturer, Heikkerö shared his thoughts on painting and the
avant-garde tradition, summing up the legacy of surrealism as follows: ‘Surrealism
represents dissent from the re-established bourgeois order [and its] social, sexual and
cultural values, [drawing from] Freud’s psychoanalysis, the unconscious and dreams.’2
Heikkerö’s early interest in surrealism linked him to the 1960s underground movement and
what were then the margins of the art world.

Private fantasies and chemical inspiration
The art scholar Mieke Bal analyses the concept of psychoanalytical fantasy from the
viewpoint of narratology. Her definition of fantasy posits the existence of an event or
scène, a protagonist and a subject, with a clear distinction between ‘the subject of fantasy’
and ‘the subject in fantasy’, as is typical of autobiographical narrative. This distinction is
evident both on the narrative and performative levels, particularly in first-person narrative,
but also in all narrative through the presence of projection and fantasy.3 The implied scène
suggests that the plot is set in a particular time and place. In Heikkerö’s early works, the
mise en scène occupies a landscape constructed purely of the artist’s inner fantasies.
Ali Receives a Commandment by the Red Sea (Self-Portrait), 1970, is an autobiographical
painting of the artist leaning against a phallic column with his eyes squeezed shut, wearing
nothing but a white collar, cuffs and sock garters. His finger points towards the red horizon,
alluding to what he has been commanded to do: part the Red Sea. As befits the definition
of fantasy, the ‘imaginary’ and ‘warped’ elements heighten the fictive nature of the event.
The title alludes variably to the Biblical tale of Moses, who held out his staff and parted
the Red Sea so that the Israelites might walk on dry ground, and also to the folk tale of Ali
Baba, who opened the secret thieves’ den of treasure by uttering the words ‘Open Sesame!’
Heikkerö’s painting manifestly portrays a commandment or wish of a sexual nature – there
could scarcely be a more direct symbol of sexual intercourse than opening a cave or parting
the sea with a staff.
‘The underground movement that emerged in the 1960s was also largely an
ethos for a non-hierarchical society in which people are not divided into different value
systems. Other aspects of it were sexual freedom and tolerance. As well as expansion
of consciousness and hallucinogenic drugs’, Heikkerö has said.4 Lion’s Arse (1969) was
among the works featured in his debut exhibition at E-kerho (E-Club). The main figure in this
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__________
Markus Heikkerö, Summer Day in Kangasala, 1969,
oil painting, 84,5cm x 100cm,
Markus Heikkerö Collection, Museum of
Contemporary Art Kiasma,
Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

horizontal landscape is a deformed human body with two enormous eyeballs peering down
from the sky like a pair of celestial orbs rolling across the firmament. Seated inside a gaping
mouth in the middle of the sea is a female nude who has bequeathed her decapitated head
to the heavens. The painting takes its inspiration from the artist’s first experiments with
mind-expanding drugs. When Kiasma’s Heikkerö collection was being inventoried, the artist
recalled his first drug trip with a friend on the rocky seashore of Eiranranta in Helsinki: as he
gazed at the horizon out to sea, he experienced a synaesthetic rush, his sensory impressions
fusing with the phantasmic visions unfolding in his mind.
Mind-expanding drugs also played a role in the creation of the collages Levitation
(1969) and Mirrored Sky (1969), in which the horizon literally floats sky-high, the figures
drifting or sitting upon clouds. Mirrored Sky portrays a two-legged creature with a mirrored
dressing table as its torso. A cut-out female figure gazes at a near-identical woman
staring back from the mirror. The creature jostles a cocoon-like organism made up of two
interconnected women’s heads, two oversized eyes and four giant fingers. A key work in
terms of the theme of synaesthesia – the fusion of the senses – is Dawn of Youth (1968).
Fingers protrude from the eye sockets of a face that consists purely of skin. Distance becomes
intimacy: to look becomes to touch. The object of the caressing gaze is a female torso with
two fingers pushing out of its navel and a third breast sprouting from its upper thigh.
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Gaze, touch and the co-ordinates of time and space are jumbled in the artist’s
expanded consciousness. His hallucinations are near and far at once; looking and touching
are intertwined, smells become tactile, and the shackles of gravity are released. Drug
experimentation undoubtedly fuelled these psychedelic visions. Drug-induced delirium
often produces visual and tactile hallucinations, such as mysterious glimpses of fleeting
figures or skin crawling with insects. Just one look at The Fateful Vermin of Ursus is enough
to invoke a powerful impression of a delirium-induced vision; we can virtually feel our skin
tingle and our innards struggling to release their strangled knots.

Phallus as symbol and performed castration
God,
and with god
his organs.
For you can tie me up if you wish,
but there is nothing more useless than an organ.
When you will have made him a body without organs,
then you will have delivered him from all his automatic reactions
and restored him to his true freedom.
Antonin Artaud, To Have Done with the Judgement of God (1947)5
In the world of the grotesque, there is constant vacillation between margins, centre,
categories, intervals and anomalies.6
Markus Heikkerö
The phallus is a key protagonist in Heikkerö’s early output – variably springing from
Donald Duck’s eye socket, sprouting from the ground in Rainy Weather, peeking from behind
a cloud, or flying with a swarm of bats as they descend upon Mickey Mouse’s 40th birthday
celebrations. The feminist scholar Parveen Adams contends that the concept of the phallus
is fundamental as it addresses the basic issue of lack: I either have one or I do not – and this
is the register through which sexual difference is experienced. Adams argues that castration
and the threat of castration are the imaginary form of the experience of difference: ‘No one
has the phallus and no one is the phallus, but the experience of “having” it or “being” it is a
defence against castration.’7
The phallic theme attains its prodigious culmination point in Summer Day in
Kangasala (1969, page 4). The presence of the duplicated phalluses is by no means
clear-cut, however: gender roles are transcended as two creatures prepare to copulate
in the middle of a desert. The phallus-headed figure on top has breasts and four vaginas
connected by a trail of pubic hair. With its green hand it grasps one of the five penises that
protrude from the orifices of the figure lying beneath. The headless figure below has four
arms and four legs planted on the ground. The figures are pure incarnations of palpable
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erotic desire in which the loci of gender difference are merged into beings that express
pure action rather than the necessity to articulate any locus of difference.
The phallus in Heikkerö’s paintings is often interpreted as a signifier of lack in the
Lacanian Symbolic Order. It articulates the locus of castration, or the conflict-wrought
transition from the Imaginary to the Symbolic Order. The key is that the phallus does not
inherently belong to either gender; both may only speak in its name. The phallus functions
as a singular performative instrument or simulacrum. As stated by Juhani Lindell: ‘If the
symbolic phallus is thought to “represent” something, it would represent a difference
which does not sink into the logic of presence and absence – the sexual difference,
but only by effacing it. The trace of this effaced difference it then names “castration”.’8
Pertinently, then, Heikkerö’s youthful paintings address the locus of desire, the issue of
lack, and the unattainability of the object of desire. At the same time, they serve as a kind
of defence against castration.

A wink from eye to eye
The eye which is very remote from the sexual object is most often in position, during
the relations of object wooing, to become attracted by that particular quality of
excitation, the motive of which we designate as beauty in the sexual object.
Sigmund Freud, Three Contributions to Sexual Theory, 1910 (transl. A.A. Brill)
Illustrations by famous artists such as Odilon Redon, Hans Bellmer and Marcel
Duchamp have graced the covers of various translations and editions of Georges Bataille’s
1928 novel Story of the Eye. Heikkerö has in turn borrowed elements from Bataille’s novel for
his Story of the Eye (2010) paintings. In Heikkerö’s oeuvre, the stories of the phallus and the
eye are interwoven. The tip of a phallus might morph into a huge staring eye, just as an eye
might transform into a phallus or vagina, or a vagina might supplant a phallus in a paradoxical
transcendence of phallocentricity. The eye has been a recurring motif in Heikkerö’s art since
his early drawings from the 1960s.
One of Heikkerö’s earliest works to highlight the eye is a portrait titled Mother (1969).
Clad in a partial suit of armour with a watery landscape unfolding behind her, the mother/poet
shuts her eyelids as her left breast stares at us like an ogling eye – or what might alternatively
be interpreted as a giant sperm. A mummified foot occupies the place of the right breast. The
mother’s gaze is focused inward, her imagination releasing her from the fetters of convention to
revel in the realm of fantasy. Mother can also be interpreted as an incarnation of the grotesque.
In his undated lecture on this topic, Heikkerö observes: ‘The grotesque occupies an intermediate
territory, an in-between space; it inhabits a dimension between what is manifest openly. We can
interpret the given object – which registers itself as grotesque – either as a distortion of the ideal
or as a wholly new object containing within itself the possibility of inwardness.’9
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__________
Markus Heikkerö, Story of the Eye, 2010, acrylic
on canvas, 100cm x 135cm, Markus Heikkerö
Collection, Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma,
Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Veera Konsti

Eye, world and world-view are melded into one in Heikkerö’s Story of the Eye, which
consists of a pair of paintings portraying an eyeball without eyelashes or eyelids floating against
a black background. Oceans and skies are contained within the white orb of the smaller canvas
and in the blue depths of the larger one, while entire human anatomies are evoked by the
capillaries snaking against the eyeball’s white surface. Both paintings hark back to Nuclear Winter
(2004), a pair of earlier paintings portraying a post-nuclear state of devastation: the face of the
earth has been wiped flat, leaving a semi-spherical object floating in space, its firmament and
atmosphere filled with a giant dust cloud. The halved sphere brings to mind the sliced eyeball in
Buñuel’s film An Andalusian Dog. Heikkerö describes the worlds he unites in his art: ‘Ambiguity and
representation, figure and abstraction, symbol and idea, anomaly and taxonomy, microcosm and
macrocosm, the emergent and the emerged, all are interwoven in the irrationally rational condition
of the universe.’10 Story of the Eye can be interpreted as a world-view narrative: it comments on
the form and structure of the universe. Our perspective depends on our culture, era and narrative
perspective – in the story of modernity, the eye is inevitably privileged over the other senses.
10 Statement by Markus Heikkerö at his exhibition at Galleria Heino in 2010. <http://www.galleriaheino.

fi/nayttely.php?aid=20141&k=20139>. Accessed 24.5.2015.
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In conclusion
Through my art I study the nature of life and the world. My paintings manifest the
simultaneous process of construction and deconstruction that is the basic condition of
the world and of life itself. In my work this is expressed in a dialogue of merging and
demerging between the picture plane and the artist. I create new worlds in which the
painting’s overall attributes are differentiated into fluctuating variables.11
Markus Heikkerö
Over the decades, Heikkerö’s private fantasies and fascination with surrealism have assumed
varying guises that have evolved in step with the artist’s life experience and through the lens
of each era, always filtered through the artist’s inquisitive gaze. The youthful promise of his
early work and its flirtation with the avant-garde, sexual emancipation and consciousness
expansion has found consummation in the expressive synthesis of his work from later decades.
The themes that first emerged in his early paintings have run throughout his oeuvre, gradually
crystallizing in a potent synthesis of which his early works gave but faint promise. In his recent
pieces, this exuberant lover of colour has offered a sweeping overview of Europe’s iconography
and its decadent cultural legacy. The amorphous, colour-drenched fantasies of his youth have
gradually given way to dystopian vistas in rich greyscale tones. The visionary panoramas of his
most recent paintings conjure forth cosmic spaces into which we viewers may plunge ourselves,
both in our imagination and by identifying our corporeal presence with what we see – and
letting the horizon spin topsy-turvy.

11 Statement by Markus Heikkerö at his exhibition at Galleria Heino in 2010. <http://www.galleriaheino.

fi/nayttely.php?aid=20141&k=20139>. Accessed 24.5.2015.

